Trips – Fresno (E and D division)

(Parents and volunteer help):

- ONLY the designated driver is allowed to drive the vehicle during the trip. The driver must be over the age of 25, and he needs to have a valid Driver License and Insurance.
- Specific information regarding the Hotel and trip details will be provided to the parents on the day of registration.
- Trip supervisor or the coach could be contacted in case of emergency- For any inquiry regarding your team and your child, please do not contact the Hotel directly.
- Please drop your child at Ararat at the designated time specified by the coach.
- To ensure on time departure, drop offs must be expedited.
- Please pack lightly, and do not over snack!
- Be advised that your child's bags/rooms will be subject to random checks before/during the trip.
- Ararat recognizes the team coach as the TEAM supervisor, both on and off the field of play. This means that your child's LEGAL GUARDIAN at the trip is their coach and assisted by team coordinators. Your child MUST follow all rules and regulations set forth by the Ararat Fresno Committee and the coach.
- Punishments/ suspensions will be handed down by Ararat Fresno Committee to the players for breaking the rules and bad behavior. Additionally, G-D committee will review the case upon return, and based on the severity of the infractions, might impose additional suspensions to the player or even the team.
- A walk-through of all rooms will be conducted before the arrival of the players to check for damages and proper accommodations.
- The names of the child in each room will be logged in. If at the end of the trip, there are any damages to the rooms, the parents of the children staying in the damaged rooms will be responsible for the damages.
- Ararat Fresno Committee will have access to a master key and rooms must always be available for inspection by committee members. There are designated male and female members to open and check rooms in case it is needed.
• All players are mandated to be in the VAN when traveling from and to the Hotel. This means travel with the team to go out to eat, to the Gym, and other traveling destination.
• The curfew for Fresno County is 11:00 PM. This curfew time will be clearly explained to the child. Additionally, please make sure your child understand and follow them.
• If there is a pool or Jacuzzi at the hotel; the child can use these accommodations under supervision from team coordinators and their coach.
• Please communicate any dietary (allergies – restrictions) , or any other special needs your child might have at the time of registration.
• Be advised that the Ararat Fresno Committee will NOT be responsible for any theft or damage to non-essential items in the room; such as iPad, Laptop, or any other valuable items.

Dear parents, we urge you to speak with your child about all these rules and regulations to ensure a safe and enjoyable, and most importantly memorable FUN trip.
I have read and I agree to the terms and conditions of the trip policies listed in this letter.

PLAYER NAME: ____________________________________________________

Coach <DIVISION >:______________________________________________

Example: Armen Armenian

Coach: Arlen <E-Boys>

PARENT SIGNATURE:_____________________________________

PARENT NAME PRINTED:__________________________________

Date:  April / ________ / 2016

Special Medical needs for my child:____________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________